Dormitory fees may be boosted next year

BY STEVE GATES
State News Staff Writer

Most University of Michigan students may be facing another hike in dorm fees next fall—the eighth increase in 15 years. The increase, estimated to be from $870 to $955, will be based on a number of factors, including inflation and the cost of food services.

The increase is the result of a decision made by the Board of Regents last year to give the University of Michigan System the authority to increase dorm fees each year. The system had previously been under the control of the state legislature, which set the fees for all public universities in Michigan.

The increase is part of a broader effort by the University to increase its financial stability. The University has been facing declining revenues from state funding, and the increase in dorm fees is one way to offset these losses.

The increase is expected to be welcome by many students, who have faced significant increases in tuition costs in recent years. The University of Michigan is among the most expensive public universities in the country, and many students have struggled to pay for tuition and other expenses.

The increase is also likely to be welcome by University officials, who have been facing pressure to reduce costs and increase efficiency. The increase in dorm fees is one way to offset these costs and ensure that the University is financially stable.

The increase is effective immediately and will be reflected in future bills. Students who are currently enrolled at the University of Michigan will be charged the increased fees for the remainder of the academic year.

For more information, please contact the University of Michigan Office of Student Affairs at 313-763-3456.
EDITORIALS

The master politician

To neutralize this error, the New Economics recommended a general tax increase. President Johnson, who knew that 1966 was an election year, refused. He did, however, try to counteract the industrial desire to invest by removing investment tax incentives. This didn't help. But the inflation grew.

In the face of this his richesses - his policies that are expected through the expansion

The trick may be in the treat

At first, it now appears to be just an expensive trick.

When two University of Michigan law students, M-1 student committee first devised their plan for fall week packages, it was intended to be much more.

They hoped to provide a pleasant assortment of Christmas fruit and candy that parents could order for their freshmen sons and daughters, now going through the ordeal of final exams for the first time.

They hoped that parents could express through the gifts a moral support for their children, a way home for the first time.

And they hoped of course, to make a profit. By selling the packages for 85c, while giving food of considerable small part.

I send along Grand River to Central School, and the Grand River Avenue demarcation line, for the handling of the crowd were extremely difficult for the co-eds in the sororities or three persons" who expressed a dislike by these men, "he continued. "It's time that appropriate public employees weren't 'on the beat.'"

Incongruous

There is the campus police force which is psychologically in tune with the young 38,000 young adults they serve. But a force that plays down rapes or three persons" who expressed a dislike by these men, "he continued. "It's time that appropriate public employees weren't 'on the beat.'"
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Protest strength wanes at U-M

Student activists at the University of Michigan are waging a noisy, student anti-Vietnam war campaign. This week they have ventured into the heart of campus, provoking a response from university officials.

The sit-in was not disruptive. The faculty members spoke both for and against student activism, but the debate was heated. The proposal was defeated, and the students now feel their voices are not being heard.

The faculty members spoke for both sides, and the debate was intense. The students were allowed to interrupt, which added to the tension.

At a faculty meeting on the campus of the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, professor of psychology, Ph.D., and chair of the department, Professor J. D. H. Smith, said the students' voices were not being heard.

The university policy of submitting grades and a brief evaluation for all courses is under attack. Some members disagree with the university's decision to continue with the current policy.

The proposal was defeated, and the students now feel their voices are not being heard.
FROM DIARIES

Pearl Harbor 'footnotes' show White House scene

WASHINGTON (AP) - In the footsteps of history has come the story of Dec. 7, 1941, a day that the nation will never forget. The horrific events of that day have left a lasting impact on the world, and the White House Library has recently made available a collection of documents related to that fateful day.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 7, 1941

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt journaled her thoughts and feelings on that day. Here are excerpts from her diary:

"I am so sorry for those who lost loved ones. The whole nation is in mourning.

"I am so sorry for those who lost loved ones. The whole nation is in mourning.

"I am so sorry for those who lost loved ones. The whole nation is in mourning.

"I am so sorry for those who lost loved ones. The whole nation is in mourning.

"I am so sorry for those who lost loved ones. The whole nation is in mourning."
Draft failures thwarted by tests

B. JOHN D. BRESLIN

Although Michigan Selective Service officials haven't documented any widespread demand among draftees to take part in the Peace Corps, they have been in receipt of about 1,000 requests from registrants to be excused from military service for this reason.

The Peace Corps will accept volunteers, subject only to the test which determines whether a recruit has the mental and physical qualifications necessary for overseas service.

The Peace Corps now has a waiting list of about 10,000 people, but the agency's director, Louis A. Radelet, expects to have as many as 20,000 volunteers by July 1.

Robert C. Papp, the local public relations officer for the Michigan Peace Corps, said he had not heard of any Michigan draftees applying for deferments because of a Peace Corps commitment.

"In a sense, it seems highly unlikely that any young man would want to lose a chance to go to college at the rate the Peace Corps is paying," said Papp.

Papp said his office did not receive any notices of appeals or challenges from draftees who had been rejected.

Kennedy gilt turned down

In New York City, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, who turned down a request for a political endorsement in the state Democratic primary in Michigan, said he would not comment on the rejection any further than confirming that he had thought the request was "an administrative decision."

"I have no more to say about it than that," the senator said.

Although Michigan Selective Service officials have turned down former Undersecretary of the Air Force Otto C. Roberts, chairman of the Michigan Peace Corps, said the request had been turned down "as an administrative decision."

He said the request was granted in the same situation, and even in the case of non-Whites, he said.

Their reasons for rejecting the request were not given, but the official said: "We have no intention of holding the rights of the dead, soulless corpses to spend much time and legal effort in considering the rights of the living."
**UPI's Pick**

**Bubba: Lineman of Year**

---

**Bubba On More**

Bubba Smith, 6-7, 290, defensive end, is shown above during quarterfinals at Portland.

---

**Mini-fare**

The latest thing in student accessories. It comes, half way up to regular Jet Coach fare, but it covers you all the way home. To qualify, you must be young. Under 22. You must be able to fill out a simple form. Then if you have S3, you're halfway home at half fare. You're a member of TWA's 50 50 Club eligible for Mini-fare everywhere we go in the U.S. Stop in at your nearest TWA office for a fitting.

---

**Lions Greet Eddy**

Nate Donahue, halfback of the Lions, is welcomed by Detroit by William Ford, owner of the Lions. The Lions will play in the opening game with the B.C. lions for the Territories of B.C.
Ten wrestling champs were scattered Beatty. But a lifelong love for the sport won't quit. Beatty "won't quit" said. "As a freshman wrestler, I've been approached by several different team members as coach. It was Nov. 3, 1964, towards the day of his accident. I hated to give up wrestling, but my foot slipped and I fell to a sitting position. He came to the Norelco Flip-Top Speedshaver" 20. Close. "You're alone on that mat, you whipped away whiskers at 77 miles an hour. It's perfect for triple appetites. It's perfect for triple appetites.

I OPEN FLAME BROILED Hamburger, French Fries, Shake.

REGULAR SIZE

only

44¢

Try our 3-way meal. 39¢
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M.A. work part of Peace Corps

The Peace Corps work may mean a lifetime in a Moslem country or a Student of the Arts and Sciences of the Nigerian government could end up teaching in the Nigerian University of New Orleans. This is according to Sec. Shekina Cherney, director of the International Extension program here.

Responsible for organizing the academic program between Mississippi State University and Nigeria, the Peace Corps, Cherney divided the peace project into three phases. The first phase began September 1966, and consisted of three missions of course training and a study trip to Nigeria. The second phase began September 1967 and was a one-year period to work in the universities. The third phase ends on December 31, 1967, when the Peace Corps and the Nigerian government will determine whether the project will be continued.

In Nigeria, the MSU volunteers teach courses ranging from translation to science. Their extracurricular activities include teaching athletic teams, organizing folklore groups, helping to construct public halls, and tutoring. Besides aiding the Nigerian educational system, Cherney believes the experience can improve the American student's approach to the study of other cultures.

The group is a Joint Peace Corps Mississippi State University program and is under the direction of Sheldon Cherney, associate director of the international extension program. Cherney said that the Peace Corps are not a part of the Missouri high school system, and that the pilot project will be evaluated at the end of the year.

Though the Peace Corps has thrived on its amateur standing, Cherney believes the experience can improve the value of the program in Nigeria, the participants return to finish their degrees here. Upon finishing their work in Nigeria, the participants return to finish their degrees here, the value of the program in Nigeria will stimulate similar attempts, said Cherney. The Peace Corps has taught me how to use my knowledge in the field of Peace and good relations with others and his family.

The first phase began September 1966, and consisted of three missions of course training and a study trip to Nigeria. The second phase began September 1967 and was a one-year period to work in the universities. The third phase ends on December 31, 1967, when the Peace Corps and the Nigerian government will determine whether the project will be continued.

At Least 50% off publishers' price on GREAT NEW BARGAIN BOOKS

We have a fine selection of Jazz, Classical, Folk, Popular Records

IN TESTING

Counselors study student anxieties

The extreme anxiety felt by students in test situations is being studied in connection with counseling by Carl Drelincourt and associates. In a study of the effects of test anxiety, the counselors hope to discover the best way to handle it.

Children's Games and Hobby Kits

Just the thing for that special youngster. All prices reduced for Christmas giving.

If you are short of cash, SELL THOSE OLD TEXT BOOKS NOW.
Junior colleges growing, changing 'U' growth trend

By LARRY SCOTT

If nothing is left to chance, a college may reach a total of 120,000 students in the next 10 years, according to the recent reports of community colleges in Michigan. With over 2,000,000 enrollees this year, and as many as 75 years of this growth expected, the educational system will have to adapt quickly. Michigan's junior colleges are expected to contribute 33% of the total new community college enrollment. Estimates of community college enrollment growth have been made by the Federal Government, for the year 1960-1965. Many experts predict that the growth will average 4% per year. To meet this demand, a number of junior colleges in Michigan are expected to reach 7,000 students with only 500,000 students expected to be enrolled in 1965. Many more students are expected to enroll in 1966.

A trend toward more public education and less private education is evident in the increase in enrollments at junior colleges. The number of students enrolled in Michigan's junior colleges is expected to reach 2,000,000 by 1965, compared to 1,500,000 in 1950.

The Federal Government, through the Department of Education, has set an enrollment goal of 2,000,000 for the junior colleges by 1965. This goal is expected to be reached by 1965. The Federal Government, through the Department of Education, has set an enrollment goal of 2,000,000 for the junior colleges by 1965. This goal is expected to be reached by 1965.
HURRY!

Just 2 days left to place your ad - Students must pay in advance.

Luxury apartments in a quiet area for singles, couples, and families.

For Rent

THIRD MAN NEEDED for winter, spring term. 3rd floor 1 bedroom, 1 bath apartment. Walk to campus. Call 355-5953.

BAY COLONY

1717 W. IKEA ROAD

Newly carpeted modern 2 bedroom apartment with all major home furnishings. All utilities included - heat, electricity, cable TV. 

For Sale

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE

5041 E. MICHIGAN AVE., 5041 Michigan Avenue. $250 per month, utilities included. 484-0328.

For Rent

For winter, spring term. 1 bedroom, 1 bath apartment on North Main Street. Many amenities. Call 482-8729.
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TWO GIRLS WANTED for luxury Cedar motor home. 250cc. Also for Pat. Call 489-0502.
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SAE's find Santa in northern border

Drinkers discover bottle no solution to woes

PITIFUL OBSESSION

Over 150 million persons use at least one form of alcohol last year, and at least 10 million of them "say yes" to the bottle. This Habituated, addicted, or dependent drinker is the consumer of the majority of the various alcohol products made in the United States, without taking any actions to control his or her drinking.

A handful of Mil-student under the influence of alcohol never reported for their classes, T.J. McDonald, assistant director of the Mil-student, Health, Alcohol, and Drug-education program, said more

"One of the good things about being a student is that you are always ready to accept the truth." McDonald said, "There is no way of saying how much alcohol is there because of the cover-up of treatments, he said."

The addicted individual is so much a part of a system that it usually takes about 10 hours of gradual development for a person to catch the indifference stage. According to McDonald, over 100,000 people are alcoholics. The most overt alcoholism occurs among Jews?

"For one thing, I do not want to give the impression that alcoholism is a problem," McDonald said, "I also do not want to say that the problem of alcoholism is like an ominous, little bit of a disease." There is no accurate or reliable way of saying how many alcoholics there are. There is no one to be correct for statements, he said.

The addicted individual is uncomplicated by several factors, including the alcoholists and psychological ignorance in the field. The way in which exactly what causes alcoholism...

No 'cash' system proposed

A revolutionary "savings" system has been proposed for the Michigan State University by a chemical engineering student at the university. Edward L. Denny, a senior, has developed the "no cash" system and has written a technical paper on the subject to be presented at the University's Graduate School of Business.

All purchases could be made with personalized credit cards. Each student could have a number of these credit cards, and each card would be valid for a certain amount of money. The student would present the card to the store owner, and the shop would charge the appropriate amount.

No cash involved in the transaction.

The Pre-medical Society presents

Dr. Ray Denny

"Teaching the mentally retarded and other alternatives to them."